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Synopsis

Catfood Comix is a new comic book series about a group of cats who go on
adventures. In the first issue, "Enter the Beach," the cats decide to go to
the beach for a day of fun. But when they get there, they find that the beach
is not what they expected. The water is cold, the sand is hot, and there are
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too many people. The cats are about to give up and go home when they
meet a friendly seagull who shows them how to have fun at the beach.

Catfood Comix is a hilarious and heartwarming comic book that is sure to
appeal to cat lovers of all ages. The characters are lovable and relatable,
and the story is full of humor and adventure. Issue #1 is a great to the
series, and I can't wait to read more.

Review

I really enjoyed Catfood Comix, Issue #1. The characters are adorable and
the story is funny and heartwarming. I especially loved the ending, which is
sure to leave you with a smile on your face.

The art style is simple but effective. The characters are expressive and the
backgrounds are detailed. I also appreciate the fact that the comic is in full
color. The colors are bright and vibrant, and they really help to bring the
story to life.

Overall, I highly recommend Catfood Comix, Issue #1. It's a great comic
book for cat lovers of all ages. I can't wait to read more.

Rating

5 out of 5 stars

About the Author

John Kerschbaum is a cartoonist and illustrator who has been working in
the comics industry for over 20 years. He is the creator of the popular
webcomic "The Oatmeal." Catfood Comix is his first comic book series.



About the Publisher

Catfood Comics is a small press publisher that specializes in comics for cat
lovers. Catfood Comics is committed to publishing high-quality comics that
are both entertaining and educational.
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